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SLED DOG RESCUE EVALUATION REPORT 

 

Day: April 8
th

 2020 

Dog: JOY 

 

HISTORY 

Male husky 12 months old. He was rescued by SDR from an apartment where he was living tight up on a 

small balcony 24/7. From witnesses we were told he was bitten daily and his cries could be heard in the 

whole neighborhood  

He was moved to the SDR sanctuary sometime in December. He was very distractive and crying / 

barking constantly. 

He was growling at the sanctuary’s manager and he did tried to bite a few times. After a bad insistence 

where he gave level 4 bites to the manager’s son when he tried to put a harness on him.  

He came to my premises in January 2020 after he was neutered.  

He was not trusting human contact at all and was very sensitive in human touch and in handling in any 

way. EXTREMELY sensitive on the head and waist. Also he showed severe resource guarding with food  

The first week he bit my employee on his way out of the kennel area. This was the last incident we had. 

From the beginning it was obvious he proffered male humans than females. 

With his food he is in love! He adores eating anything as far as he is eating. 

Joy broke my heart cause I saw a dog stressed, obviously physically abused, but that had not lost his 

love and trust for the right human and loves to work and do staff for you. Any reactivity he might have 

shown to humans it is fear based and NOT aggression. 
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JOY TODAY APRIL 2020 

HEALTH 

He is a healthy, normal weight male husky. His coat is nice and shiny and needs a lot of grooming.  

Extremely good appetite and his diet is dry food based. 

 

BEHAVIOR 

I have been working with Joy in desensitization of human touch and handling but also noises and 

moving objects/furniture that make a loud noise. His improvement is beyond any expectations we might 

had and he has turned up in a bouncy happy trusting puppy. 

The issues around his neck have been improved. At the lower back he is very comfortable to be handled 

and also the waist area has been solved. He is very jumpy around humans but this is a behavior I 

allowed and slowly we replace it with a sit 

He has a VERY CLEAR body language which allows you to avoid any mistakes on the human side and 

prevent any unwanted behavior 

His body language which is very clear consists:  

 Turning of head especially when touching the lower back. Stop immediately  

 Moving away. Allow him to move away and do not push him 

 Freeze and close mouth. Also stop immediately 

His resource guarding is still obvious when food is around especially in toys. This creates the need of a 

very strict control and management protocol.  

With female dogs he is an absolute gentleman and loves playing. With male dogs he has not been 

tested yet. He is not good with cats!  

He loves to work, easy to train (he is more like a Labrador I have to say) and is excellent on the lead. He 

also loves water so he has his own paddle to play and enjoys the rain whenever we have some. 

 

TRAINING 

Joy knows how sit, go down, hand touch, he offers his neck and collar on your hand on cue, gives paw 

and shakes. He is clicker trained and also loves scent work. His recall is very good as well. 

He gets in his kennel very eagerly and waits patiently to be asked to come out. Also he is crate trained 

 

 


